Initial blockchain consultation
Fast assesment of your blockchain idea
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Is my idea blockchain-ready?
Often the idea of using blockchain in your
business segment is already there. However,
it is frequently difficult to judge whether this
idea will be feasible, profitable and ultimately
successful.

Background: blockchain can be used in
numerous applications and thereby save
money. From the mapping of a complete
supply chain to the (partial) automation
of internal billing processes to establishing
contracts between machines and objects.
Our services
❚ Providing a brief overview of blockchain
technology
❚ Joint analysis of the current starting point
in your business segment
❚ Development of potential application
scenarios

The advantages for you:
❚ You will learn all about blockchain technology at first hand
❚ We will work together to identify possible applications in your
business unit
❚ Better assessment of the opportunities and understanding of the
challenges

Blockchain in a nutshell
Blockchain is regarded as a fundamental technology for the safe
exchange of values. It consists of a "chain" of data packets that
cannot be altered retroactively as they are protected by encryption. The data chain is stored decentrally on a large number of
computers.
Each participant receives and processes information that is
constantly synchronised in order to track and preserve the history
of all transactions. This allows information to be protected in the
blockchain in a transparent, tamperproof way.
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Assess opportunities more effectively –
learn all about the challenges
We offer you an initial consultation in which
your idea will be expertly examined and
evaluated. We will spend a couple of hours
examining your idea on the basis of its
meaningfulness, feasibility and profitability.
And we will give you an idea of how you can
gain business advantages using innovative
blockchain technology.

Your blockchain idea may involve
many opportunities.
Our consultation identifies
the potential.

